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ABSTRACT

Target motion analysis �TMA� for a rectilinear source
movement �RSM� has been intensively studied in the
last ten years� But di�culties still exist� especially when
source heading or speed changes are within the same
time as the conventional TMA convergence time� This
paper is concerned with a new method of batch TMA for
maneuvering sources using a non�linear least�squares �t
between the whole set of measurements and a BSpline
trajectory representation� It provides a good way to
globally estimate both the instants of maneuvers and
their number with an experimentally robust model order
selection method� This work includes tests on actual
data from at�sea recordings�

� Introduction

Target motion analysis �TMA� for a rectilinear source
movement �RSM� has been intensively studied in the
last ten years �	
� But di�culties still exist� especially
when source heading or speed changes are within the
same time as the conventional TMA convergence time�
This is typically the case of evading or attacking targets�

Many approaches to cope with such maneuvering tar�
get motion analysis �MTMA� have been proposed�

� extended Kalman �lters which is known to ex�
hibit divergences even for RSM�and specially in the
bearing�only tracking case� ��


� conventional Batch� TMA with RSM reinitial�
ization on maneuver detection based on predicted
residuals� here� the performance is strictly depen�
dent on the minimum time for TMA convergence�

But only global methods taking into account the
whole measurement sequence to rebuilt the complete
trajectory are really able to deal with such evad�
ing�attacking sources� Besides hidden Markov models
��
� this paper is concerned with a new method of batch
TMA for maneuvering sources using a non�linear least�
squares �t between the whole set of measurements and a
BSpline trajectory representation ��
� It provides a good
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way to globally estimate both the instants of maneuvers
and their numbers with a robust model order selection
method�

The crucial point stands in the initialization proce�
dure� Usual technics are measurement linearization re�
lated to position� or direct linear regression on position
estimation when possible� These ones will be very easy
to extend from RSM model if the target coordinates
are linked to trajectory parameter with a linear func�
tion� The �rst idea in linearly modeling trajectory is
to extend the RSM model to polynomial one using � to
P � � order position vector time�derivative� However
this method is not able to modelize usual maneuvering
trajectories leaving unnegligible bias� Relying on the
fact that trajectories often look like piecewise RSM� it
is natural to use the linear representation of piecewise
polynomials� the BSpline representation� Our work in�
cludes the following points�

� Maneuver instants optimization with constrained
Polytope method ��


� Model bias and Cramer�Rao bounds studied with
simulated data�

� Use of a model selection criterion experimentally
robust to measurement bias�

� Tests on actual data from at�sea recordings�

In this paper we will limiting to TMA in the �O� x� y�
plane� assuming the z coordinate is known�

� Basis of �Batch� TMA methods

��� Principles

Given at each snapshot a noisy vector of independent
measurements m so that

m�t� � M �X�t�� � b�t�� ���

with M the measurement model� bm the additive noise
and X�t� the source state vector� More generally M
can also depend on �rst derivative of X�t� if we take
Doppler into account� To simplify� we will not mention
it hereafter in this paper�



The basic principle of batch� methods consist in min�
imizing the quadratic criterion
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with Diag��� the noise covariance� T snapshot number
and N the number of di�erent measurement per instant�
This is the MLE solution for gaussian zero mean mea�
surement noise and independent between di�erent mea�
surements and instants� In order to be able to solve this
problem� it is necessary to reduce the unknown number
in modeling the state vector X with P component pa�
rameter vector A� In this way� it exists a � function so
that

X�t� � ��t� A�� ���

that allows to write ��� as

m�t� � M �t� A� � b�t�� ���

If the � function is continuously derivable respectively
to A� the criteria �	� can be minimized with a speci�c
descent algorithm like ��
�

��� Initialization

The crucial point of these methods stand in the initial�
ization procedure� Usual technics are measurements lin�
earization toward state vector X�t�� or linear regression
on direct state vector estimation when possible� This
procedure will be very easy to extend from RSM one
if � is a linear function of A� Indeed if we can write
X�t� � ��t�A� ��t� being now a matrix�

� in the �rst case there exist a function f of m�t�� a
matrix C�t� and a new noise vmso that

f �m�t�� � C�t�X�t� � v�t�

� C�t���t�A � v�t�� ���

� in the second we assume we can invert the measure�
ments model ��� by

M�� �m�t�� � X�t� �w�t�

� ��t�A� w�t�� ���

with w a new noise that is not generally gaussian
with zero mean�

In the two cases� if we considerate all the measure�
ments instants� we have a linear system in A that can
be solve directly by mean square by the pseudo�inverse
of respectively C������� and ����� These results are only
an approximation because v�t� and w�t� are not a gaus�
sian with zero mean noise and we cannot strictly say
that the solution of MV is minimization of mean square
of ��� or ����

� The polynomial Model

The �rst idea in linearly modeling trajectory is to extend
the RSM model to polynomial one using � to P�� order
position vector derivative as parameter vector A�

Given tr the reference instant � �
�
r�m��tr�

�
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with r�m��tm� �

�
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y�m��tr�

�
and T �t� �

��t� tt�m�i��m����M � we have r�t� � �T��t�� There�
fore� if X�t� � r�t�� we have for the parameter vector
A � Vect���� and so� from ��� we have
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that is a linear expression making usable the descent
algorithm initializations described in section 	�	�

However this method is not able to modelize usual
maneuvering trajectories implying signi�cant bias�

� The BSpline Model

��� The basic idea

In fact it is obvious to remark that trajectories often
look like piecewise RSM�

The direct expression of a piecewise RSM p�t� is given
by
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where I�tm�tm�� ��t� � � for t � �tm� tm��� and � else�
where�

The functions
�
Bm���t

�
m����M

form a basis of piece�

wise polynomials of degree � for t � �tm��m����M break�
ing point sequence vector �we have of M � � segment
and M � 	 maneuvers�� these functions are called the
BSpline representation of piecewise polynomial of degree
� ��
�

More generally� each K � � degrees piecewise poly�
nomial of breaking point sequence t is decomposable
in a BSpline basis of order K noted

�
Bn�K��

�
n����N

�
where � is called the knot vector sequence� � vector
contains vector t elements that can be replicate� if the
mth breaking point of the piecewise polynomial has con�
tinuity of his derivative until K � nm � � order� tm will
be repeated nm times in � � In these conditions we have

N � K �
PM��

m�� nm as shown in ��� p ���
�

��� Application to TMA

The trajectory will be assumed as an M point piece�
wise polynomial �including so M � � pieces� of order
K � � � � or 	 for each coordinate x and y� It will
be represented by a single BSpline basis �see basis ex�
amples on �gures � and 	� put in vector BK�� �t� ��
Bn�K�� �t�

�
n����N

� Given the sequence t � �tm��m����M



there exist a unique coe�cient set � �

�
�n
�n

�
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so that r�t� � �B�K�� �t��
The knot sequence � will be simply chosen� multi�

plicity of t� and tm will be K �	 for rectilinear segments
model and � for paraboloid one� in order to give no con�
straint on initial and �nal derivative value of r�t� from
� order included� and the multiplicity of other break�
ing instant will be � to impose continuity of derivative
from � order to K � 	 order �continuity for rectilinear
segments model and �rst derivative paraboloid one�� In
this case we will have N � M �K � 	 � P � K if P is
the maneuvers number�

In the particular case of K � 	 we have N � M
and � is corresponding to the source position sequence

�r�tm��m����M with r�t� �

�
x�t�
y�t�

�
the position vector

of the source at time t�
If now X�t� � r�t� and if the target maneuver instants

are known we have� from ��� with a parameter vector
A � Vect�����

��t� A� �

�
BK�� �t� �
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�
A

that is a linear expression making usable the descent
algorithm initializations described in section 	�	�

However in practise the maneuver instants are not
known� they will be initiate arbitrarily� Moreover� if
we take K � 	 �piecewise RSM�� the �rst derivative of
BSpline toward maneuver instants is not continuous and
we cannot use a full descent algorithm�

��� Maneuver instants optimization with poly�
tope algorithm�

To avoid a grid method that would lead to a large com�
putational time on more than two maneuvers� we pro�
pose to use the polytope method ��
 that is iterative and
cheaper� This method is also known under simplex�
method �or complex� method if there is also some con�
straints on the variables to estimate��

If P is the variable number on which one want to min�
imize an C function� the initialization is done with a
NP point of the space of the variable to estimate� form�
ing in this way a Polytope� in a P dimension space�
These points are generally drawn at random or for an
homogeneous way so that the polytope could contain
the maximum amount of space�

At each iteration� points are sorted toward there C
value and the algorithm modi�es the polytope by mov�
ing the worst point toward the centroid of the others�
Details on the method are given for example in ��
� As
a matter of fact in the unconstrained case one choose
Np � P � � and 	P in the constrained case�

Here we have a constrained problem because we have
the natural relation between the P � M�	 maneuvering
instants t� � t� � ��� � tP � tP�� �t� and tP�� being
�xed� so we will have 	P points polytopes�

	 Model order selection criteria

	�� Quadratic criteria properties

Given P� the good model order selection associate to
state vector A�� For P 	 P� then we can de�ne the
good state vector as AP which is A� completed with
P �P� values that leaves unchanged the M function� It
is known than in these conditions that the criterium CP
is a centered 
�NT�P law�

	�� Di
erential criterium

Beside Aka��ke and Rissanen criteria that lead to mini�
mization of following�

�AIC � CP � 	P

�RIC � CP � P logN

and that are experimentally not robust to the measure�
ment bias� let us de�ne an intuitive one that we will call
the di�erential criterium��

�DC � CP � CP��

As shown above� for P � P�� �DC is the di�erence
between a 
�NT�P�

and a 
�NT�P���� As the P��� model
includes the good P� one� the criterium will generally
stand for a centered 
��� On the other hand� for P � P�
models are too di�erent from the good one to deal with
measurements and so the criterium is large�

So the good order will be the one for which the di�er�
ential criterion relatively falls down to values near from
some unities� standing for a centered 
��� Moreover� as
the criterion is di�erential� it is perhaps less dominated
by measurement bias than the others�

� Simulation and Real data

Several simulations and application to real data have
been tested� and this with one or two simultaneous bear�
ing measurements per snapshot� BSpline method gives
always better results than RSM one that is sometimes
totaly out of the source trajectory� One can see �gures
��� an abstract of results obtained from simulation and
from real data� The total time is about one hour and
angles measurements are �� second spaced� The essen�
tial di�erence between simulation and real data is mea�
surement bias existence� �AIC and �RIC never gives
a minimum on �gure � but di�erential criterion does a
break at P � � for a � maneuver detection�

� Conclusion

This work has shown that BSplines are good tools to
match real at sea targets trajectories and di�erential cri�
terion seems to deal better with real data than classical
Aka��ke or Rissanen ones� Even though only piecewise
rectilinear segments have been shown here� piecewise
parabolic segment are also good candidate to modelize
real trajectories and they might allows the use of full
classical descent algorithm�
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Figures ���� An example of TMA with BSpline with two simultaneous angle measurement with two antenna ���m
spaced� Aka��ke� Rissanen and �di�erential� criteria values are given at the right of each �gure from a RSM model to
a �ve maneuvers BSpline model�


